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A B S T R A C T

The government needs to consider risk when designing a fiscal regime and oil companies need to assess pro-
spect's risks when facing investment decisions. This paper analyzes how the fiscal regime dictates the risk-reward
partition between companies and the government in a portfolio of prospects. The expected monetary value is
provided as the decision criteria, and a decision model is presented where all the prospects are graphically
represented. The fiscal regime's contract is generalized as a mathematical function and plotted together with the
exploratory opportunities. This type of representation helps the policymakers to fine-tune petroleum contracts. It
is also of great value to companies because it helps to understand the risks and rewards of a portfolio. We used
the recent Brazilian fiscal regime change from a royalty and tax contract (R/T) to a partition share contract (PSC)
to understand the impacts of the fiscal regime in the risk-reward balance of the prospects located at the recently
discovered Pre-Salt geologic province offshore Brazil. We show how the policymakers can fine-tune the fiscal
regime and how companies can better understand the contracts considering both the rewards and the risks
involved.

1. Introduction

In many countries, the oil industry accounts for a significant share
of the nation's gross domestic product (GDP). For example, the
Norwegian Petroleum Directorate reported that the petroleum sector
accounted for 14% of Norway's GDP in 2018 (Norwegian Petroleum
Directorate, n.d.). Another example is Brazil, which reported that Pet-
robras (the major Brazilian player in the petroleum industry) invest-
ments by themselves accounted for almost 4% of the GDP (Ministério da
Fazenda, 2015).

All this wealth comes from activities related to the extraction and
commercialization of petroleum, a non-renewable resource. However,
all the reward does not come free of risk. Companies need to invest
millions (sometimes billions) of dollars up front in projects where the
revenues only appear once production commences. Typically, for off-
shore prospects, ten years after the contract is signed if, and only if, a
petroleum deposit is found. Companies do face many risks since they
must invest money and conduct exploratory effort with high chances of
failure: a recent paper showed that nearly 50% of EXXON wildcat wells
failed to discover a petroleum deposit (Rudolph and Goulding, 2017).

So, a fundamental question to be answered in the non-renewable

resource framework is: how will the risk and the rewards be shared
among all stakeholders? There are many stakeholders to be considered
in the oil industry framework: the companies, the government, the
society (since growth in GDP has the power to benefit the whole
country), the local communities that are directly affected by the com-
panies’ activities and the environmental agencies to cite a few stake-
holders. We make the underlying assumption that the government is
benevolent and represent every stakeholder except the private compa-
nies. This way, the problem is reduced to how the Brazilian petroleum
contracts share the risk and the reward between the companies and the
government only.

This paper addresses the risk-reward sharing question by analyzing
both the production phase, where the reward or profits come from and
the exploration phase where the companies currently bear the most
significant risks. This question is a major concern to companies (and
their investors) and to the countries which want to receive the invest-
ments and proper rent for the petroleum reserves depletion.

The focus of this paper is how companies and the government split
the profits and how these two stakeholders handle the risks.

In 2010 Brazil changed the type of contract that rules the govern-
ment-company relationship in the exploration and production (E&P) of
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petroleum. The government objective was to fine-tune the risk-reward
balance in light of disruptive discoveries in the Pre-Salt geological
province. This paper analyzes the impact of the contract change from
the traditional concession (also called Royalty/Taxes or R/T) to the new
production share contract (PSC) on the E&P project's economic viability
and on the companies' decisions to invest. Changes in petroleum con-
tracts are common and, when done wisely, they can result in more
governmental rent capture without reducing levels of investment
(Smith et al., 2010). Brazil's case can shed light on the discussion about
the importance of conducting a contract change to fine-tune the risk-
reward balance. In the first case scenario, presented in the Results
section, the change might mean almost US$22 billion more rent capture
to the government without harming the companies' profitability.

A study of the fiscal regimes is the way one can understand how the
mechanisms of petroleum rent capture work and how the risk-profit
split is balanced between country and companies. A fiscal regime is the
set of laws, tributes, contract specifications and account details that
conduct the petroleum industry activities in a country (Johnston,
1994). Several works explain the different types of existing fiscal re-
gimes (Abdo and Trent, 2016; Johnston, 1994).

Four more questions are core to understanding how the risk-reward
split can be performed:

• Who owns the mineral rights1?
• What is the sedimentary basins' geological potential?
• What is the industry's maturity stage in the country?
• What form of mineral resource governance is the government
willing to implement (Abdo, 2014)?

The first question, mineral rights ownership, directly affects the
stakeholders' rights. In the US, landowners are the natural possessors of
mineral rights (onshore exploration). On the other hand, in Brazil, the
landowners are entitled only to the soil, and all mineral resources are a
possession of the country. These two different situations modify how
the profits are shared not only because of the direct entitlement of the
owner (in the U.S. case) but also due to the intergenerational fact: the
heritage rights of the owner's future generation are well established in
most developing countries. However, the rights of the future genera-
tions of a country are a very vague concept. Where the country is en-
titled to the mineral right itself, instead of the landowner, the govern-
ment has a key role in guaranteeing that future generations will receive
compensation for today's depletion of the non-renewable resource
(Szklo, Carneiro, and Machado, 2008). This compensation does not
need to be a monetary one but rather can be better social welfare for the
future.

The second question, geological potential, is probably the most
important one (Johnston, 1994). Countries that have potential prolific
opportunities will attract more companies.

The third question, industry maturity stage, is not only an essential
national characteristic to be accounted for but also a key constraint.
Companies may face more difficulties (and spend more money) in im-
mature industry frameworks because of the lack of available skilled
labor, lack of reliable supply chains or even absence of high demand for
hydrocarbon (a bigger problem for gas resources).

The fourth question, the mineral resource governance, is related to
the posture that the federal administration has towards the existing
mineral resources. In some cases, it is more important to stimulate the
economy by allowing private companies to retain larger shares of the

revenues and promote investment's attractiveness (Tolmasquim, M. T.;
Pinto Júnior, 2011; Abdo, 2014). In other situations, where investment
attractiveness is mature and well established, the government might be
willing to retain a larger share of the revenues, so it can direct petro-
leum economic rent to promote social welfare. The United Kingdom
Continental Shelf (UKCS) provides an excellent example of how mineral
resource governance can play an essential role in the fiscal regime
definition (Abdo, 2010). United Kingdom was not able to adapt UKCS's
fiscal regime to changing geologic and economic conjecture (Rutledge
and Wright, 1998). Therefore, government revenues faced a reduction
of almost 50% from 1990 to 1996. While, in the same period, compa-
nies saw an increase of 100% of their gross trading profits. UKCS is an
example of how bad-stablished governance can harm a country capacity
for collecting revenues (Abdo, 2010).

Even more, when a country chooses a fiscal regime, the legislators
need to take the probability of success of the E&P projects into account.
The overall success rate in E&P, where success is when a company
discovers an economically viable field, is around 20% (Rose, 2001).
This means that the profit from the successful projects should be able to
pay for itself and for the failures to find economically viable fields.

From the economic point of view, one can perceive the oil industry's
fiscal regime as a set of rules that aims to split the profits between
companies and the government and compensate the companies for the
costs (Johnston, 1994). The economic rent is everything that remains
from the gross revenues after all the costs associated with the E&P life-
cycle of the project are accounted for, including a fair profit. The
government's ultimate purpose should be to capture all the rent since,
in a free market environment, no company should have access to this
rent. However, to set the division line between the companies' share
and the government’ share (also known as government take or GT) is
not an easy task: due to the high-risk component of an exploratory
venture, all failures should be compensated by the petroleum rent from
successful exploratory projects. Because of this, the rent capture process
needs to take into account these risks. Otherwise, the country may
become less attractive for investments.

In 2007, Petrobras discovered a significant petroleum deposit at the
Tupi prospect. Then, several other discoveries followed in the Pre-Salt
geological province. These discoveries changed all the risk-reward
equilibrium in the province: the government evaluated the area with
low geologic risk (probability of geologic success high) and high vo-
lumes. This way, in 2010, Brazilian legislators approved a so-called
“new exploratory milestone” where the fiscal regime changed from
concession (R/T) to a production share contract (PSC) in an offshore
area comprised of Pre-Salt prospects with high potential volumes and
characterized by lower exploratory risks (Roussef et al., 2009). The
objective of the new PSC fiscal regime was to fine-tune the risk-reward
relationship in the recently discovered Pre-Salt geological province.

This paper investigates the economic performance of different Pre-
Salt E&P models under the R/T and the PSC contracts. The economic
performance in, then, used as a motivation to analyze the risk-reward
balancing of a generic fiscal regime. Results from the Brazilian fiscal
regime analysis will provide an understanding of how a fiscal regime
fine-tuning can be performed and how the risk-reward balance can be
measured. This study provides a valuable tool to quantify the impact of
different types of contracts in the project's economic viability.

Several other authors have published economic viability analyses
for the Libra field (Marques, 2015; Mariano, Souza, and Filho, 2018;
Araujo Rodrigues and Luís Sauer, 2015). This paper distinguishes itself
since it focuses on the fiscal regime and the risk-reward balance rather
than on the production concept of a specific field (Libra is used as the
first scenario only). The understanding of the fiscal regime's effect on
the company's decision to invest before the auction, and not only in the
production phase, is the ultimate purpose of this work and the best way,
in the authors' opinion, to thoroughly analyze a fiscal regime.

1 How the right to mining is handled is also a very important issue. In some
cases, even if a company owns the mineral rights, there is a long and complex
process to be able to operate. Under Brazilian PSC contracts, a government
company is a mandatory partner. In some parts of the U.S., the permitting
process involves the acceptance of the local community (social license to op-
erate).
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2. Background

2.1. Brazil's fiscal regimes main characteristics

As in many other countries, Brazil has been evolving its fiscal re-
gime throughout history. Since 1997, Brazil has adopted a traditional
R/T fiscal regime where the oil becomes the property of the company
when it reaches the wellhead. Rent capture is done, basically, by roy-
alty, corporate tax and special participation (PE). Typically, royalty
goes from 5% to 10%, and corporate tax is 34%. The PE depends on the
petroleum field environment (onshore/offshore and water depth) and
several other triggers, and it ranges from 0% to 40%. The royalty is
calculated directly on the gross revenue, but the PE has many deduc-
tibles in its base since it is designed to capture the excess of economic
rent. Under this fiscal regime, Brazil saw its petroleum production grow
from 305 to 918 million barrels per year as several offshore (shallow,
deep- and ultra-deep waters) fields were discovered. Fig. 1 shows the
amount of governmental revenues paid by oil companies (most of it
paid by Petrobras) from 2006 to 2015. All this revenue came from R/T
contracts.

The massive part of oil and gas discoveries were made under the
Petrobras exploratory portfolio effort. In 2007 Petrobras announced
that the Tupi well sampled a massive column of oil in a prospect located
at the Pre-Salt geologic province. This discovery represented a re-
markable change in the Brazil position in the petroleum market. The
Lula field, derived from the Tupi prospect, is one of the most significant
oil fields in the world (Rosa et al., 2018). Soon, it was clear that this
new geologic province was much more prolific and had lower ex-
ploratory risks than other Brazilian geologic provinces (Fig. 2).

This completely different exploratory circumstance motivated a
discussion about the need to change the contract's terms. In 2009 five
different Ministers suggested to President Lula that the Brazilian fiscal
regime should be changed to PSC in an area of 149,000 km2 comprised
of the Pre-Salt geologic province (Roussef et al., 2009). In 2010, the
President of the Republic sanctioned the law n.° 12.351 and since then,
there have been two major fiscal regimes in Brazil: R/T and PSC.2

The new PSC has a royalty (15%) as a direct rent capture me-
chanism; however, it differs from the R/T by four characteristics. The

first is the absence of the PE tax; cost-recovery and profit-oil terms
substituted it. The second characteristic is the resource property.
Differently from the R/T contract, the oil is government property, and
the company (or consortium in the case of more than one company)
receives a share of the petroleum as a compensation for its investments.
For the third, to manage the government share of the resources and its
interest, the government created a national company (Pré-Sal Petróleo
SA, PPSA) that participates in any consortium that operates in the Pre-
Salt province (decision power only, not a financial commitment).
Finally, the fourth significant change in the PSC fiscal regime is the
auction terms.

In Brazil, all tracts are obtained through public auctions. From
1999, when the first public auction was realized, some rules changed,
but the main criteria remain constant: the winning bidder must offer a
better combination of bonus and minimum exploratory program bids.3

The auctions for tracts under a PSC agreement, on the other hand, have
a fixed minimum exploratory program and a pre-determined bonus bid.
The bidders compete through profit-oil offers. The company or con-
sortium that offer the higher petroleum share to the government wins
the tract. The fixed bonuses for the Pre-Salt rounds were significantly
higher than the typical bonus for the R/T contracts. The higher bonus
reflects the government's understanding of the geological risks: the Pre-
Salt area has minor geologic risks with higher volumes. So, the eco-
nomic risk upfront is less for PSC areas than for R/T areas (at least in
the government's understanding). Any upfront bonus obligation reveals
itself as a critical factor in the economic viability of an E&P project
since it represents a significant negative cash flow in year zero. Fig. 3
shows the time series for the bonus signature payment. In 2013 and
2017 there were PSC auctions and the bonus paid (fixed, not a bid
factor) was much higher than the typically paid bonus during the R/T
auctions (ANP, 2017).

The cash flow models used in this paper incorporate all the sig-
nificant contracts’ clauses from both R/T and PSC as well as the main
characteristics depicted in section Production and Engineering.
Table 1 compares the main characteristics of R/T and PSC that affect
the cash flow calculation.

One good way to understand and implement the fiscal regime terms
is to recognize the fiscal regime as a mathematical function that maps
all the contract clauses and any other legal requirement into a cash flow
(equation (1)). This way we can see the fiscal regime as a function of i
tax/obligations factors ( …t t, , )i1 , j operational requirements ( …op op, , j1 )
and k legal requirements ( …l l, , k1 ):

=Fiscal Regime f t t op op l l( , ..., , , ..., , , ..., )i j k1 1 1 (1)

Table 1 shows examples of the variable ti, taxes and obligations, in
both Brazilian oil contracts. We consider that the gas market in Brazil is
demanding a low quantity of gas. This affects the variable

=op Market Accessj . As a last example, there is no ring fencing for
corporate tax purposes in Brazil. This way, = =l ring fencing 0k .

Table B1, table B.2, and table B.3, located in the supplementary
material, show more examples of the ti, opj and lk variables.

Then, the calculation of the project's net present value (NPV) can
also be another function that depends on the fiscal regime, the ex-
ploration phase, the field characteristics, and corporate factors:

= …NPV NPV f Production corporatefactors( ( ), , ) (2)

Where “Production” is a function of the production curve, the capital
expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX) require-
ments and any other effort needed to operate and close the field op-
eration. Among the corporate factors, there is the discount rate, ability
to recover tax credit and cost oil, operationally efficiencies, oil price

Fig. 1. This figure shows how each rent capture mechanism used by the
Brazilian Government contributed to the total government revenues. The PE
tax, even only applied to a minority of petroleum fields, represented 48% of
total government revenues against 49% due to royalties that apply to all pet-
roleum fields. Note that Special Participation and Royalty are very sensitive to
oil price variations. Data from 2006 to 2015. Source: (ANP, 2017).

2 There is a third fiscal regime called Transfer of Rights, but it was created for
a particular transaction between the Federal government and Petrobras. At the
time this paper was written, the government and Petrobras negotiating the
extinguishing of this brief fiscal regime.

3 From 2003 to 2017 the local content played an important role in the bid.
From 1999 to 2003 the minimum exploratory program was not a bid factor, it
was fixed.
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forecast, among others. The formulas for the function f() and NPV()
components can are in supplementary material.

Equation (1) is a straightforward way to represent a fiscal regime:
instead of naming each one, it is possible to see it as a mathematical
function that collects all the fiscal regime characteristics. So, the fiscal
regime analysis is performed in terms of the impacts of the contract in
the projects’ economic viabilities and risks instead of focusing on the
type of fiscal regime.

Section Results and Discussion presents the sensitivity analysis of
the NPV and fiscal regime parameters. For a more detailed analysis of
the Brazilian fiscal regimes, see (Furtado S. 2017) and (Mariano, Souza,
and Filho, 2018).

2.2. Brazil's fiscal regimes further issues

Brazil's fiscal regime and laws, like any other country, are full of
details and idiosyncrasies that are beyond this paper's scope. For ex-
ample, there are a set of indirect mechanisms (taxes and obligations)
that affect how much a company needs to pay to hire labor and buy or
rent equipment. The tax burden in the CAPEX of an E&P project could
represent up to 40% of the total expenditure (Gutman, 2007). A share of
the tax is eligible for a refund through a series of legal procedures and
can reduce the tax burden to something between 10% and 30%. One of
the most important of these procedures is called REPETRO. All costs
and investments, in this paper, are calculated taking the REPETRO law
into account.

There are also some contractual obligations such as mandatory R&D
investments (from 0.5% to 1% of the gross revenue for profitable high
fields), payments to landowners (onshore fields only, 1%) and area rent
(amount fixed in each contract).

Most of these items are implicit in the model (the model accounts
for R&D explicitly though). The indirect taxes, REPETRO, and

Fig. 2. Pre-Salt polygon map. All new bided tracts on the dark blue area have been ruled under a PSC contract since 2010. Source: (ANP n.d.). (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Bonus paid by the companies to the Brazilian government from 1999
(first R/T round) up to 2017. The black columns stand for bonuses paid in PSC
rounds. All values are in millions of Brazilian Reais. Source (ANP, 2017).

Table 1
Brazilian R/T and PSC main characteristics. 7.07% was the smallest profit-oil
asked by the government in PSC rounds; no law institutes a lower limit (except
by the logical zero). Source: (ANP n.d.).

R/T PSC

Royalty 5%–10% 15%
Special Participation 0%–40% –
Profit-Oil – 7.07%–99%
Cost-oil CAP – 30%–80%
Corporate Tax 34% 34%
Marginal Tax Rate 37%–64% 44%–89%
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obligations are implicit in the CAPEX and OPEX values. One should
note that all REPETRO, indirect taxes, and local contents policies can
have a significant impact on costs. A study of how they impact the rent
will be the object of further investigation in another paper.

3. Method

In this paper, we used accounting modeling (Blake and Roberts,
2006) together with risk management techniques (Bailey et al., 2000)
to investigate how the risk and reward are shared in different fiscal
regime. Fig. 4 resumes how these three areas are merged. Monte Carlo
simulation is used to calculate all combinations of geologic and risk
scenarios. Based on the Monte Carlos results, we calculated the NPV
and the Expected Monetary Value (EMV) for each scenario.

There are three main sets of equations needed first to calculate the
NPV: the fiscal regime equation (equation (1)), the engineering equa-
tions (equations (3)–(5)) and the corporate factors. Sections Back-
ground and Appendix contains the fiscal regime characteristics. The
engineering equations contain the production curve and the economic
models for CAPEX, OPEX, and field abandonment plan (Production
and Engineering Concept section). The Brazilian Oil Agency, ANP
published all the data (ANP, 2010) used in this paper. Also, we use most
of the conceptual engineering framework adopted by ANP in the pub-
lished document. However, workover time, well's life and drilling ring
productivity come from the author's own experience. The data pub-
lished by ANP is reliable and constitutes a good source of information.

Finally, all the analysis is done with the same oil price time-series
used by ANP in 2010 and with a 10% discount rate (ANP, 2010). In
2010, ANP evaluated the Pre-Salt prospects with the NYMEX Brent
future prices from 2015 to 2018 (year 1–4 in the project) and an es-
calation factor of 2% from 2018 forward with a −7.9% oil quality
differential. When this valuation was performed, the brent oil price was
US$81.04/boe. We perform a sensitivity analysis to show how the
contracts behave when oil price (ranging from US$50/boe to US$80/
boe).

The next step is to calculate the cash flow for the production model
for the first case scenario (Libra prospect) and eleven other models
derived from this first case. A multiplicative factor from 41% to 135%
on the total field reserve accounts for the scenario's creation.

The contracts are then compared based on the cash flow results with
the terms signed during the Libra auction: a profit oil of 41.65%4 and a
bonus of US$6500 Million.

An exploration scenario is built after the cash flow analyses for the
production model to access how the different contracts deal with ex-
ploratory risks. Based on the risk-reward balance, the impact on the
economic viability and attractiveness of each type of contract (and its
characteristics) in each model is performed.

4. Production and Engineering Concept

In 2010 ANP released a document detailing ten different Pre-Salt
opportunities in the newly discovered province (ANP, 2010). This
document is contemporary with the changes in the fiscal regime of the
Pre-Salt province and comprises much of the public information
available in 2010. This paper will use the production curve for the Libra
prospect detailed in the released document as a base scenario. The most
significant advantage of using the ad hoc curve from ANP is to compare
the R/T and PSC contracts on the same grounds. Also, differently from
other authors (Blake and Roberts, 2006; Lund, 1992; Szklo, Carneiro,
and Machado, 2008) that use continuous functions for the investment
level, in this paper, we use real investment models based on prices and
market specifications. This paper goes beyond the ANP document: it
uses the information released by ANP to build a base scenario for the
production curve and investment levels; then the sensitivity scenarios
are built using the same premises.

Fig. 5 shows two production profiles for the Libra Pre-Salt prospect.
There is an underlying assumption that all the produced gas is re-in-
jected (ANP assumption). The production starts on development project
year 5. It is essential to understand that before this year, any company
should undergo an exploration phase that, typically spans three to six
years. We did one first scenario case (7800 MMBoe) and eleven sensi-
bilities cases with the production ranging from 800 MMBoe to 10,000
MMBoe. The production vessel (Floating, Production, Storage, and Off-
loading, or FPSO) is a 150,000 boe/day capacity with 20 well heads
capacity. Fig. 6 shows the well drilling program for the first case sce-
nario (green curve production profile with 7800 MMBoe of total pro-
duction).5

The CAPEX needed in each year i to fulfill the FPSO schedule, and
the well's drilling schedule are shown in equation (3). All the costs are
in escalated dollars, where = 2% is the same escalation factor used in
ANP's document. The factor stands for the year when the FPSO
building contract is signed. The initial FPSO cost is US$900MM. Both
the injection and production wells are aggregating all costs for petro-
leum uplift and flow (the initial cost is U$190MM).

= × × +
+ × × +
+ × × +

CAPEX year i New FPSO Cost
New Producers Well
New Injectors Well

( ) # _ {1 }
(# _ ) {1 }
(# _ ) {1 }

i FPSO
i

i Cost
i

i Cost
i (3)

Differently, from the CAPEX that only depends on the amount of
new infrastructure, the OPEX is related to the number of active pro-
duction facilities at year i (equation (4)). The wells serve as an ag-
gregation unit for all operational costs related to petroleum uplift and
flow. The OPEX equation takes into consideration the well workover, a
scheduled well intervention needed for well maintenance. In the model,
the intervention takes place every four years, so the variable

Producers wo# _ i stands for the number of producers (or injectors in

Fig. 4. Method used in this paper. The fiscal regime function (grey boxes) and
the engineering concept function (blue boxes) are operated to generate a series
of cash flows (green boxes). The contracts are then compared using a set of
different scenarios. Finally, the fiscal regime attractiveness analysis is per-
formed in light of the exploration point of view, where the risks are much
higher than the production phase. Source: Author's elaboration. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the Web version of this article.)

4 In the PSC auctions the company should offer a base scenario profit. In the
Libra auction the 41.65% profit is valid when the Brent (monthly average) is
between US$100 and US$120 and the production (per month per well average)
is between 10 MBoe/day and 12 MBoe/day.

5 The ANP document did not detail all needed information for the calcula-
tions. Some, like the well program, needed to be inferred. Calculations details
can be found in previous work (Furtado S. 2017).
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Injectors wo# _ i) where the workover will happen. The variableWO is the
workover cost (US$ 10.25MM). The FPSO fixed cost is US$47MM and
the well's fixed cost, is US$7.5MM.

= × × +
+ × × +
+ × × +
+ × × + +
× × +

OPEX year i Actives FPSO FixedCost
Active producers FixedCost
Active injectors FixedCost
Producers wo WO Injectors wo

WO

( ) # _ {1 }
# _ {1 }
# _ {1 }
# _ {1 } # _

{1 }

i FPSO
i

i well
i

i well
i

i
i

i
i (4)

The provisioning model for abandonment and decommissioning
plan uses the well as an aggregation unit (equation (5)). For the first
case scenario, the company needs to provision US$70MM (this includes
the decommissioning of the FPSO, well facilities, and lines). The

company decides about i0 and if , the starting year for the money pro-
visioning and the ending year. The variable p0 is an adjustment factor
that sets how accelerated the provision will be. In the model =p 56%0 ,

=i 250 , =i 40f . These numbers were chosen to reflect the provision
profile published by ANP. The chosen provision model has an important
feature: it is smooth and starts with small amounts to avoid over pay-
ments while CAPEX investments are high. It finishes with small pay-
ments since, in the end of the field's operational life-cycle, there is not
much room for investment.

= ×
×

P year i P p i i i
c c

( ) ,
0 , . .

m

i i i i
f0

( ) ( )
100 0

f0

(5)

Fig. 5. Production profile and the number of active
FPSO's for the first case scenario (green) with pro-
duction 7800 MMBoe and an alternate scenario
(blue) with the production of 9700 MMBoe. Dotted
lines are the active FPSO in each year for each sce-
nario. An underlying assumption of the engineering
model is that all FPSO's should be active in the year
of peak production. Source: Author's elaboration
based on (ANP, 2010). (For interpretation of the re-
ferences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. The graph shows the number of active pro-
duction well (dark columns) and injection wells
(blue) in the first case scenario. Few production wells
are needed at the beginning of the petroleum field
life-cycle. As time passes and the production decays
(green curve) more and more injection wells are
needed, and some of the production wells deplete.
The green curve shows the productions for the first
case scenario (7800 MMBoe of total production).
Source: Author's elaboration based on (ANP, 2010).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web ver-
sion of this article.)
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In the first fifteen years of operation, the CAPEX is the most in-
tensive line of investment (Fig. 7) due to the FPSO construction and all
the drilling of the wells. The OPEX expenditure grows with the years of
operation mainly because of the rising number of wells and workovers.
In year 25 abandonment provision starts. The amount starts to grow
after the CAPEX investments end and then begins to diminish in the last
years of operation to accommodate the yearly budget with the de-
creasing production (green dashed line).

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Rewards – first case scenario

The cash flow for the project (Fig. 8) is modeled with equation (2)
and the fiscal regime rules detailed in the Appendix. There is an ad-
vantage in looking to the fiscal regime as just a function comprised of
all rules that dictate the economic surplus share: we can model the
project cash flow using only the fiscal regime, production, and en-
gineering equations (equations (3)–(5)). Then we can apportion the
economic surplus share to the company and the government. The fiscal
regime function will split the cash flow between the company and the
government. The government take (GT) is defined from this split. GT is
one of the most used metrics to measure fiscal regime performance
(Johnston, 1994). First, we write:

= = + +Gross Revenues R Costs Company Share Governement Shareb

= =
+

R Costs Economic Surplus Company Share
Governement Share

b

Then we divide everything by “Economics Surplus”:

+ =CT GT 1

where

=GT Governement Take Governement Share
R Costsb

Brazil's government fine-tuned the Pre-salt's fiscal regime changing
it from R/T to PSC (Fig. 8). The government captures the yellow frac-
tions from the project economic surplus without harming the company
profitability. The government take in the R/T contract is 65% versus
68% in the PSC contract for the base scenario. The 3% difference re-
presents a nominal value of US$22 billion more revenues to the gov-
ernment treasury in the Libra project (US$ 5 billion in present value at
10% discount rate). This is a meaningful result in favor of a well-studied
fiscal regime change: when well planned and executed, the change does
not affect the company cash flow so drastically that it prevents in-
vestment but allows the government to capture the petroleum rent
better.

On the other hand, the government can easily mimic the project's
economic results under the R/T contract just by modifying percentages
in some contract's parameters. For example, if the government set the
PSC royalty to 8%, instead of the actual 15%, then the GT from the PSC
contract would be the same as the R/T contract. The reverse way is also
possible. For this reason, the contract type change must be understood
as something beyond the GT metric. It is, as a matter of fact, a decision
about how the country wants to deal with its strategy resources. When
Brazil changed the Pre-Salt fiscal regime from R/T to PSC, it did two
important things at the same time. First, it re-shaped the risk-reward
balance, as it was discussed in this section. Second, it changed the
ownership of the petroleum beyond the wellhead. Under the conces-
sion, private companies own all produced petroleum. Now, under the
PSC contract, the companies are entitled to a fraction of the produced
hydrocarbon. Also, the government, under the PSC, has more control
over the resources' exploration and development process. The govern-
ment created a new public company, Pré-Sal Petróleo S.A. (PPSA), to
act as its representative in all Pre-Salt contracts.

5.2. Rewards – sensitivity

How will the GT behave under both contracts in projects with dif-
ferent volumes from the base scenario? The geological endowment of
the country or sedimentary basin must influence the design of the fiscal
regime. According to ANP, the Pre-Salt province is expected to be a
highly prolific area. For this reason, the sensitivity analysis was per-
formed in eleven scenarios with produced volumes ranging from 800
MMBoe 10,000 MMBoe.

There are two remarkable results in the sensitivity analysis (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7. Investment profile for the first case scenario (7800
MMBoe total production). The green line is the produc-
tion curve. The x-axis is the project's year. The production
starts in year 5. In the first years, the project is CAPEX
intensive (black area), then the project starts to demand
more OPEX (the dark grey area) and less CAPEX. In the
final years (here from 25th to 40th) there is the necessity
to save money for the abandonment and decommission
phase (the light grey area). Source: Author's elaboration
based on (ANP, 2010). (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the Web version of this article.)
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The first is the fact that the government and the company share always
increases with the volume. The second fact is related to the golden area
of the graph: the economic surplus that changes from the company's
hand to the government treasury in the PSC contract. The company
share never decreases when the volume increases. This is a progressive
and essential characteristic of a well-designed fiscal regime (Blake and
Roberts, 2006). So, despite the government share increases with the
increasing project profitability, the company profitability also in-
creases. They both grow in a parallel fashion (Fig. 10).

In PSC, the GT remains almost constant for all scenarios (around
68%) while in the R/T contract the GT drops substantially for “smaller”
scenarios (an 800 MMBoe field is still a giant field). A fiscal regime with
constant GT, also called a progressive fiscal regime, is a goal for all
policymakers. Progressivity means that the fiscal regime will not distort

the investment decision in the production phase. Of course, due to
royalty, recovery caps and obligations, the Brazilian PSC is not entirely
progressive: royalty causes some regressivity in the contracts (Johnston,
1994). A critical fact of the Brazilian PSC is that the GT does not vary
too much in the simulated range (Fig. 10). The government take (GT)
for the PSC contract is nearly constant in the simulate volume range
(grey curve).

On the other hand, the GT for the R/T contract drops from nearly
65% to 57% for the lower end of the volume range. There is also a 3%
difference (average) between the GT for both contracts for moderate
and more significant volumes. This indicates that the new PSC contract
does not excessively increases the GT, but instead does a fine-tuning on
the economic surplus split.

Again, by the GT point of view, it is easy to mimic the PSC contract

Fig. 8. First case scenario's cash flow. The blue bar
stands for the company cash flow both in R/T or PSC
contracts, and the grey stands for the government
share. The yellow bar is part of the company capture
in R/T contract and part of the government capture
on the PSC contract. This type of cash flow visuali-
zation focus on the fact the project generates an
economic surplus (the sum of the three bar at each
year), and the fiscal regime is just a way to split it
between company and government. Source: Author's
calculations. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. The graph shows how the total surplus is di-
vided between the company (blue) and the govern-
ment (grey) in the R/T and PSC contract. The yellow
area is captured by the company in the R/T contract
and by the government in the PSC contract. The
scenarios productions range from 800 MMBoe to
10,000 MMBoe. The variable capture (yellow) of the
first case scenario (7.8000 MMBoe) is US$22 billion.
The x-axis is the scenario's total production. The y-
axis is revenue. Source: Author's calculations. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web ver-
sion of this article.)
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with an R/T contract varying only the royalty on most of the scenarios
(Fig. 11). The orange area is representing the GT at a PSC contract with
royalty varying from 8% to 20%, and the blue area represents the GT at
an R/T contract with royalty varying from 5% to 15%.

The oil price plays a fundamental role in any economic valuation.
One might argue that the 3% difference is very sensitive to prices.
However, the average 3% difference between the GT from PSC con-
tracts to R/T contracts persists even in different price scenarios
(Fig. 12). It is possible to see that the PSC's GT is much larger than the
R/T for volumes inferior to 1500 MMBoe. In this range, the new

contract behaves as a correction mechanism. For larger volumes, the
difference is below 3% in any price scenario from US$50/boe to US
$80/boe.

In the PSC and R/T contract, the profit share (for PSC) and the PE
(for the R/T) are the main processes used by the government to capture
the economic surplus from the projects (Figs. 12 and 13). The corporate
tax comes in second, followed by royalty in third. The royalty is more
representative in the PSC because its percentage is 15% against 10% in
the R/T. A fourth mechanism in the PSC contract is the remaining cost
oil, and this is an idiosyncrasy of the PSC. In this type of contract, the
company is not allowed to recover all its costs immediately. Instead, the
company needs to keep track of all recoverable costs in the cost-oil
account. The company uses the cost-oil account balance up to a cap
from 30% to 80% of the gross revenues (depending on the contract
specifications) to recover the allowed costs per year. Any remaining
balance, at the end of the contract, is not recoverable. So, in practice, if
the company cannot recover all its allowed costs, this contract clause
functions as a government capture mechanism. It is not exceedingly
significant and only grows more than 1% in the scenarios greater than
the base scenario. To reduce un-recovered cost-oil is a point of im-
provement for companies that have strong accounting know-how.

5.3. Risks

The two previous sub-sections focus on analyzing how government
and company share the profits of a production field. This analysis is
fundamental since it is only in the production phase that the revenues
are accessed and is in this phase that the most substantial amount of
investment is made.

However, the company decision to explore the area comes before
the decision of developing a found deposit. At this moment, the ex-
ploration phase, the company bears all the risks. In Brazil, dry holes can
always be deducted against the company results for tax purposes. Any
drilling that results in a dry hole, instead of a petroleum accumulation
discovery, is a loss that the government will not share with the com-
pany.

The primary indicator affecting the decision to explore is the EMV

Fig. 10. The lines represent the government take for a typical PSC contract
(grey, royalty= 15%) and R/T contract (black royalty= 10%) in different
volume scenarios (those are the same lines from Fig. 10). The shades area are
variations of the contract solely based on the different choice of royalty. This
graph shows that, except the lower volumes, it is possible to approximate one
contract by the other only changing the royalty (the top of the blue area has
royalty= 15%). The x-axis is the scenario's total production. The y-axis is GT.
Source: Author's calculations. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. GT different (PSC – R/T) for different price scenarios. The difference is, for volume greater than 1500 MMBoe, is less than 3%. For lower volume, the
difference increases because the PSC contract tends to correct the lower take that the R/T contracts had. Source: Author's calculations.
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(Rose, 2001). If a project has EMV>0, then it should be included in the
company portfolio, so it is a rational decision that adds value to the
company portfolio. The EMV is the average of all possible monetary
outcomes of the project (equation (6)).

Fig. 14 shows a typical decision tree for an E&P project (Costa et al.,
2013), where pg is the probability of geologic success (a non-dry hole)
and pcom is the probability that, after the deposit delimitation, the
company declares its commerciality. Also, EXP is the exploration cost
(bonus, geophysics and wildcat drilling), DEL is the delimitation cost
(well drilling and testing) and NPV is the production project NPV.

equation (7) below shows the EMV calculation for the decision tree
detailed in Fig. 14.

=EMV p NPV p DEL EXPg g (7)

The project timeline including all E&P phases is bonus payment
today (year 1), seismic next year, wildcat drilling in year 3, three de-
limitation wells per year and, finally, the production phase NPV in year
7 (Fig. 15).

Now it is possible to build a decision diagram to evaluate the effect
of the contract in the company decision to explore. The x-axis of Fig. 16
is the prospect's expected production while the y-axis the prospect's

Fig. 12. This graph shows the contribution of every me-
chanism to the government economic surplus capture in
all simulated scenarios under a PSC contract. The profit-
oil split is the most important mechanism in this type of
contract and states for almost 50% of the total economic
surplus captured (blue area). For the larger projects, there
is not enough time to recover all the amount in the cost-
oil account and, under Brazilian law, any remaining
amount is not recoverable after the end of the contract.
Companies with effective accountability managing may
recover this lost rent. The x-axis is the scenario's total
production. The y-axis is revenue. Source: Author's cal-
culations. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

Fig. 13. This graph shows the contribution of every me-
chanism to the government economic surplus capture in
all simulated scenarios under an R/T contract. Special
Participation is the most important mechanism in this
type of contract and states for more than 50% of the total
economic surplus captured (blue area). The x-axis is the
scenario's total production. The y-axis is revenue. Source:
Author's calculations. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the Web version of this article.)

= = +
= =

EMV probability X X success scenarios probability success fail cenarios probability fail( ) ( ) ( )
i

i i
i success i fail (6)
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probability of geologic success (we set the commercial probability
=p 100%com since the volumes are high). So, every point in the deci-

sion diagram is a prospect evaluated with a probability pg and expected
volume production. The question is how to know if the prospect has
positive EMV or not.

The answer to this question lies in fiscal regime terms. The fiscal
regime is the set of rules that will split the production project economic
surplus between the company and the government. The company share
needs to be large enough to pay for all exploratory effort and results in a
positive EMV. It is possible to plot an indifference frontier for each
contract in the decision diagram that is a line comprised of pairs
p volume( , )g where EMV=0 for every point on the line. The in-
difference frontier can be analytically calculated from the EMV (equa-
tion (7)). Every point above the indifference frontier is EMV positive
and the, E&P project adds value to the company's portfolio. Analo-
gously, all points below the frontier are negative EMV, and the com-
pany should not undertake the E&P project. The volume prediction and
probability estimation are highly dependent on the company's technical
staff.

There are two indifference frontiers in Fig. 16: one for the R/T
contract (blue) and one for the PSC contract (orange). Point A is below
both frontiers so should not be undertaken either in the R/T contract or
in the PSC contract. On the other hand, point B is above the two lines,
so this project has positive EMV regardless of the fiscal regime. Point C,
in turn, has an interesting behavior. It has positive EMV under an R/T

contract since it is above the blue line. However, it also has a negative
EMV under the PSC contract since it is below the orange line. It is a
rational investment under R/T but should not be undertaken under a
PSC contract.

Point C is the example of the contract changing effects on the de-
cision to explore the Pre-Salt: companies which assign high geologic
risk or low potential volumes will not participate in the auctions be-
cause the projects will fall in the negative EMV region. This is a signal
that the government is sending to the market: the government evaluates
the area with high volumes and low geological risks.

Given an estimated geological potential, the decision diagram is a
valuable tool to access the impact of the fiscal regime on the investment
attractiveness. It takes risk and reward into account.

A final observation about the construction of the indifference
frontier for Fig. 16: the bonus is different for each contract. In the PSC
contract, the bonus is fixed, so we used the Libra auction bonus of U

Fig. 14. Typical decision tree based on (Costa et al., 2013) faced by a company.
After the contract signature, the company drill a wildcat well that may find oil
or gas with probability pg . If the wildcat is a success, then the company needs to
delimit the discover with appraisal wells and, with probability pcom, the dis-
covery might be a commercial one that transforms the block into a hydrocarbon
field. Source: Author's own calculations.

Fig. 15. This figure shows the timeline of a project from the signature contract and the bonus payment (year 1) up to the start of the production (year 7). This is the
standard project's timeline used in this paper for risk evaluation. After the contract signature and bonus payment, the company will undertake a seismic program in
year 2 and wildcat drilling at year 3. The appraisal campaign is comprised of three wells. The field production starts in year 7. The variable EXP represents all
exploratory investment discounted to year 1; the DEL represents all appraisal investments also discounted to year 1 and NPV is the net present value of the production
project. Source: Author's calculations.

Fig. 16. The graph shows the indifference frontier for the R/T (blue) and PSC
(orange) contracts. Points below a frontier have negative expected monetary
value (EMV < 0) and should not be undertaken. Projects precisely on the
frontier have EMV=0 and projects above the frontier have EMV>0 and
should be included in a rational portfolio. In this sense, a hypothetical project
depicted as point A have EMV<0 in both contracts, B has EMV>0 in both
contracts and C should only be undertaken in an R/T contract. The x-axis is the
total produced volume in MMBoe, and the y-axis is the geologic probability of
success. Source: Author's calculations. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this
article.)
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$6500MM. In an R/T auction, the bonus is a competitive factor. Capen,
Clapp, and Campbell (1971) was used as reference the work from to
calculate the competitive bonus (US$ 2100MM under the paper as-
sumptions) since the strategies to calculate the bonus are highly sen-
sitive information for each company.

5.4. Contract variation

Fig. 16 shows the indifference frontiers in the decision space for the
Brazilian R/T and PSC. An important question is: what will happen with
the curves if the contract terms are changed?

It is possible to simulate how the frontier moves when the bonus
(Fig. 17), or the offered profit oil (Fig. 18) or the royalty (Fig. 19) are
changed. The bonus value and the offered profit oil are the most sen-
sible factors in the PSC contract. The higher these two values, more area
of the decision space is under the frontier and, because of this, has
negative EMV. The thicker line is the PSC contract for the Libra project.

This kind of sensitivity analyzes how the correct design of a contract
is essential to adjust the frontier so the desired level of attractiveness.
The policymakers can (and should!) fine-tuning each contract based on
not only the successful scenarios, where a commercial field is dis-
covered but also considering all the risks faced by any company willing
to invest in sovereign areas. The indifference frontier should be placed
according to a basin's geologic endowment, so most of the prospects
present a positive EMV (Fig. 20). Ultimately, the government can set
one indifference line for each prospect if enough information is known.

Fig. 17. The ticker line represents the Libra PSC contract with the winner bonus
in 2013 for reference. This graph is intending to show the effect of the signing
bonus on the indifference frontier. The other lines are frontiers simulations with
a different bonus to verify the effect of this parameter on the positive EMV
region (above the indifference frontier). In Brazilian PSC contracts, the bonus is
fixed by the government, so it is a contract variable that can be changed and
fine-tuned. The x-axis is the total produced volume in MMBoe, and the y-axis is
the geologic probability of success. Source: Author's calculations.

Fig. 18. The ticker line represents the Libra PSC contract with the winner bonus
in 2013 for reference. This graph is intending to show the effect of the offered
profit oil (bid value from 30% to 80%) on the indifference frontier. The other
lines are frontiers simulations with different profit-oil offers to verify the effect
of this parameter on the positive EMV region (above the indifference frontier).
In Brazilian PSC contracts, the profit oil offer is the bid-winning criteria. In the
Libra bid, the minimum offer was 41.65%, but the graph shows a scenario with
an offer of 30% for the sake of completeness. The x-axis is the total produced
volume in MMBoe, and the y-axis is the geologic probability of success. Source:
Author's calculations.

Fig. 19. The ticker line represents the Libra PSC contract with the winner bonus
in 2013 for reference. This graph is intending to show the effect of the royalty
on the indifference frontier. The other lines are frontiers simulations with dif-
ferent royalty obligation to verify the effect of this parameter on the positive
EMV region (above the indifference frontier). In Brazilian PSC contracts, the
law fixes the royalty at 15%. Despite being the least influential factor among
the triplet royalty/bonus/profit-oil, it can exclude a substantial area from the
positive EMV region of the graph. The x-axis is the total produced volume in
MMBoe, and the y-axis is the geologic probability of success. Source: Author's
calculations.

Fig. 20. The grey area represents a fictional geologic endowment that can be
generated by the government after performing geologic and risk assessment
regional studies. The government can set the contract parameters to optimize
the number of prospects with positive EMV. Source: Author's calculations.
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6. Conclusion and policy implications

The impact on a country's attractiveness caused by a fiscal regime is
analyzed not only in the production phase of a project, as most authors
do, but also in the light of the exploratory risks. Risks should be taken
into consideration when policymakers analyze and change a fiscal re-
gime because this is the way companies do business: portfolio-based
exploration is the standard method to deal with risky ventures and the
EMV, not the raw NPV, is used as the rational decision criterion.

The question “how will the risk and the rewards be shared among all
stakeholders?” is of fundamental importance in this paper. It was shown
that, typically, a fiscal regime analysis focuses on the reward split
during the production phase. This paper introduced the concept of
exploratory risk and indifference curves to address how the risk com-
ponent can be included within the fiscal regime analysis framework.
The policymakers need to take the risk into account when designing or
changing a fiscal regime. The indifference curves approach provides a
reliable procedure to avoid an undesirable shift on the risk and reward
balance.

The change in the fiscal regime of the Pre-Salt geologic province
was used as a background to motivate the development of the in-
difference frontier concept in the decision space.

A fine-tuned in risk-reward balance was needed since the Brazilian
government evaluated the Pre-Salt province as bearing low geologic
risk and high volumes. Through changing the auction methodology
from a competitive bonus to a fixed and high bonus with a competitive
profit-oil offer, the government was able to shift the desired companies’
risk-profile to a more aggressive one.

Policymakers can use the Pre-Salt fiscal regime change case as a
benchmark. The economic surplus share in the Pre-Salt province was
adjusted without too much harm in the companies’ profit: the govern-
ment take increased from 65% to 68% in the analyzed models based on
the Libra prospect with volumes ranging from 800 MMBoe to 10,000
MMBoe. This increase in GT did not drive off the most prominent in-
vestors; on the contrary, all major oil companies participated in the first
four Brazilian PSC rounds. However, companies that have a pessimistic
evaluation of the area were drawn out of the bid. The government
imposed higher bonuses than the companies traditionally offer in
Brazilian block lease rounds. Typically, companies offer, also, higher
profit-oil to win the bids (Mariano, Souza, and Filho, 2018).

The indifference frontier approach, presented in this paper, trans-
forms any oil contract into a curve in the decision space. The policy-
makers and companies can use it to understand how economically at-
tractive the prospects of a geologic province are.

Some questions remain to be answered:
• How do the indirect taxes overburden affect the project's economic
viability and what strategies can be adopted to increase the in-
vestment level without harming the government rent capture?

• What fiscal regime's changes can be done in other less prolific
geologic provinces or mature provinces to raise the investment
level?

• How does the oil price uncertainty affect the government take and
the company's decision to invest?

• Is there an optimal strategy for the decommission and abandonment
fund to maximize the company's take?

• How do companies optimize the cost oil account recovery in large
projects?

• How does the fiscal regime influence the production curve shape?
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